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How to use this help

How to use this help
This help describes concepts related to the product, and shows you how to use the
product to achieve your desired results.
Items from the interface are marked like this to help you recognize them.

Color-coding in Screenwriter
Screenwriter uses color to represent different things.
Items in some colors indicate that you need to do something.
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Red

red

Problem that must be
resolved and should be
addressed urgently.

Amber

amber

Warning, something is
wrong, and should be
addressed when possible.

Green

green

Problem-free, and ready.
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Screenwriter
Screenwriter is a Theatre Management System (TMS) that helps you: schedule, manage,
monitor, and automate your digital cinema workflow. You can:
•

centrally manage screens and other equipment across your complex.

•

manually or automatically create schedules for shows.

•

create show playlists that include Composition Playlist (CPL)s that are required
during your show, such as switching off the lights, turning up the volume, and
opening the dowser at show start.

•

configure automatic content delivery, including feature, Key Delivery Message
(KDM), trailer, and ad pack delivery from distributor to screen.

Screenwriter supports all major projectors, screen servers, Integrated Media Block
(IMB)s, and other cinema equipment including cameras, quality control probes, and
audio controllers. Screenwriter also integrates with most commercially available Point of
Sale (POS) systems.

Producer
Producer is an enterprise-level theater management system. Producer helps you to:
•
Revision 2.2

centrally manage and monitor your estate of exhibitors and complexes.
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•

centrally manage content, KDMs and packs.

•

pre-empt issues relating to devices and content.

•

control and automate your processes.

•

implement efficient and error-free workflows.

Arts Alliance Media Software Suite

Lifeguard
Lifeguard is a full featured device monitoring system, with an optional integrated
ticketing system. You can use it remotely to:
•

monitor and manage your estate’s assets

•

analyze faults

•

plan maintenance work

•

help make procurement decisions.

Lifeguard communicates with Screenwriter to retrieve information about monitored
devices on your estate.

AdFuser
AdFuser is an advertising Campaign Management System (CMS) that allows you to
create, cost and distribute advertising campaigns to cinema complexes.
AdFuser targets Digital Cinema Screens (DCS) where the system inserts advertisements
into the pre-show before the start of a feature film, and on cinema lobby screens. AdFuser
integrates with your cinema's Point of Sale (POS) and theatre management systems to
pull across show schedules, and cinema screen details for all complexes in your estate. It
is against this inventory list of film schedules, screens, and complexes that you create and
distribute your advertising campaigns.

Locksmith
Locksmith allows you to manage collection and distribution of digital cinema keys
(KDMs) from distributors directly to digital cinema screen servers. Locksmith removes
the need to email individual keys to cinemas, instead allowing distributors to upload all
KDMs to Locksmith, which then examines each KDM, calculates which screen it relates
to, and delivers it directly to the screen server, ready for use. Comprehensive reporting
allows exhibitors to see which KDMs have been successfully delivered and ingested, and
which have not.

Courier
Courier is the Arts Alliance Media content distribution system. You can use Courier
to deliver content to screen servers across an estate of cinema complexes. You can use
Courier to:
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•

send one or more CPLs from the cloud server to one or more client destinations.

•

check the transfer status by client or by content, and review previously sent content.

•

configure clients into groups to facilitate batch content delivery, and verify the
available disk space on a client server.

•

optimize content receipt and distribution across the site, and reduce the bandwidth
required for content download to your network.
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Welcome to Screenwriter

Welcome to Screenwriter
Screenwriter is an intuitive that helps you manage, monitor, and automate your digital
cinema workflow.
Screenwriter increases work flow efficiencies, reduces missed shows, and replaces many
error-prone repetitive manual tasks.
Screenwriter is a powerful tool with which you can:
•

centrally manage screens and other equipment across your complex. You can
configure operation that best suits your particular environment and work practices

•

create a schedule for shows at your complex, plan other works (such as maintenance)
between shows, and automate schedule creation from your system

•

create show playlists to include s and macros that are required during your show,
such as switching off the lights, turning up the volume, and opening the dowser at
show start

•

configure automatic content delivery, including feature, , trailer, and ad pack
delivery from distributor to screen. You can implement dynamic ad matching to your
content, and create placeholders for automatic selection of content, packs, and macro
sequences. Use title matching and automatic CPL matching to ensure the correct
content is delivered to screen servers at the correct time.

Screenwriter alerts you to potential issues with content and KDMs. It notifies problems
with schedules, devices, disk space availability, and connection. Screenwriter reports on
device status, and content playback.
Screenwriter supports all major projectors, screen servers, s, and other cinema equipment
including cameras, quality control probes, audio controllers, and so on.
It integrates to most commercially available POS systems that are used in the cinema
industry.
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Welcome to Screenwriter
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For cinema chains, you can oversee, and centrally control workflow across your
complexes from Producer, Arts Alliance Media's enterprise TMS product.
You can also monitor and manage devices across your estate remotely from the Lifeguard
product. For more information, contact your Arts Alliance Media representative.
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Getting started with Screenwriter

Getting started with Screenwriter
What can I see from the Screenwriter interface?
Note: We add amazing new features in every software version. Before you start
using Screenwriter, you can learn about these new features from the Release Note
for your version. The release note also describes the system requirements, known
issues, and which bugs have been fixed in your version. You can check your
software version from the menu in the top-right corner of the software.

You can see your login name on the top left of the page.

Menus
The main menu options display permanently on the top of the page. Sub menus display
below them. The content of the main page changes to reflect your selection. We will go
through this in more detail throughout the guide. For now, we want to show you only the
main areas of the interface.

Quick access icons
The quick access icons display in the top right of the page:
•
•
•
•
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POS icon and week numbers: if you have integrated your POS system, the purple
POS icon displays. The week number, successfully imported POS sessions and the
total POS sessions display after the purple POS icon.
Schedules icon: click to access the schedule.
KDM icon: click to access the KDM page from where you can check if they are
available for shows.
Roller icon: click to toggle the display colors for content.
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•
•

Getting started with Screenwriter

Flag icon: click to view errors, warnings and notices from Screenwriter.
Speech bubble icon: click to chat with your Screenwriter support representative.

Settings and preferences
We refer to the icon in the top right corner as the ‘hamburger’ icon (but it has nothing to
do with fast food). Click it to access your Screenwriter settings and preferences. These
relate to the look and feel of Screenwriter when you log in.
•

Click the flag to change the language of option in the Screenwriter user interface.

Screen icons at the bottom of the page
The screen icons at the bottom of the page show the state of screens across your complex.
•
•
•

Green: playback in progress.
Red: error.
Grey: idle, ready for playback.

Click an icon to view more information about that screen.
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Set up your complex in Screenwriter

Set up your complex in Screenwriter
Add users to Screenwriter; tell it about your screens and devices; add icons for quick
access to manual screen and device control.

Manage your user accounts
Set up user types and add new users.
Users with administrator or superadmin rights can add or remove Screenwriter users.
Before you start adding new users, set up your user types (groups) along with their
associated permissions and user interface accessibility. Screenwriter provides a number
of default user types, including: Super User, Administrator, Show Manager, Projectionist
and Read only. You can specify further groups and configure different permission and
interface options. Once you have configured your user types, add new users and assign
them to a user type.
Set up your user types
A user type is a group of users with similar permissions.
Use the following procedure to add a new user type (group).
Configuration > General > User Management > User Types

1. Under User Types, enter a name for the user type (for example, Show Manager) and
then click the plus icon.
Screenwriter adds the new user type to the list.
2. Under User Permissions, locate the column with the new user type you created and
check/uncheck the permissions you want to assign to the user type.
3. Click Save.
4. Under User Interface, locate the column with the new user type you created and
check/uncheck user interface accessibility options.
5. Click Save.
You can now create new user accounts and assign them to the new user type.
Add your users
Add a user and set his or her user type.
Configuration > General > Users Management > User Accounts

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Under User Accounts, click New to create your new user.
Type an account name for your user, for example, Area Manager.
Select the user type associated with the account, for example, Show Manager.
Type and confirm the password for your user.
Click Save. The user's details are displayed on the screen.
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Add your screens and devices to Screenwriter
Tell Screenwriter about the screens in your complex and the attached devices, such as
screen servers, projectors, and other devices.
Set up your theatre by first adding a screen, then adding all the associated devices to it.
This includes a screen server and projector, or an IMB. For example, to configure an
IMAX screen, first add a screen, and then add an IMAX screen server to it. You might
also add a camera, a quality control probe, or other devices to your screen.
Note: You can use Arts Alliance Media's Lifeguard product to monitor all devices
added in Screenwriter.
You must configure settings, such as an address, for each device so that Screenwriter can
communicate with it, and retrieve information from it. The settings vary depending on the
device type.
Most devices that are connected to a network require a username and password to
connect to them. Screen servers often require one username and password pair for
management, and another pair for content. Security conscious devices, such as cameras,
require a username and password to access them.
When you add devices, the mandatory fields are highlighted.

When you add a screen to your complex, you must provide an Identifier for it. The
screen quick access icons, that permanently display at the bottom of the window, show
this identifier. The identifier is also used to identify that screen in the cards under Screen
> Overview.
Configuration > Complex
Add a screen

1. Select the ‘+’ symbol next to Screens. In the opened dialog, on the Main tab, type
the Identifier, and Title that are used in Screenwriter. For example, type IMAX in
title. Optionally set a Seating Capacity for your screen.

Revision 2.2
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Set up your complex in Screenwriter

2. In the Screen Attributes tab, click to select attributes, such as 3D, that apply to this
screen.
These vary depending on the screen type, but can include settings such as , 3D, and
so on. These attributes are used later to help select the most appropriate content when
building playlists automatically. For example, 3D content is matched to a screen that
has a 3D attribute
3. In the Screen Capabilities tab, drag items from left to right to include them, and in
some cases to configure them for the screen. For example, drag Audio Capability,
and then select the one that applies to your screen. Screenwriter uses the order of the
list to prioritize the content when automatically building playlists. For example, if is
placed above , it prioritizes VI content over HI content.
4. Click Save to add your screen to the list of screens.
Add a device to a screen

5. From the list below Screens, click a screen, and on the right side of the page, click
the ‘+’ button.

6. In the dialog, click the tab for the device type. For example, click Screen Server /
IMB, and click a manufacturer from the list to access settings for that device. For
example, click IMAX.
If you want to add a USL quality control probe, click the QC tab, and then select
USL.
7. Configure the device, and click the Save button to associate that device with the
selected screen. An icon is added for that device on the right of the page.
8. In the left menu, click the cog next to Screens, then click the Test button to test the
connection for devices that are attached to that screen.
The dialog displays the connection state of devices that are attached to that screen.
Repeat the steps above to add more screens, or to add more devices to your screens start
at step 5.

Revision 2.2
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Set up your complex in Screenwriter

Configure an IMAX screen
Configure IMAX devices for a screen.
When you add IMAX devices to Screenwriter, you must configure the screen server and
each of the projectors. Screenwriter needs to know which is the left projector and which
is the right projector so that it can report the status and other details for each.
Important: If your IMAX was set up in Screenwriter 2.6.4 or earlier, then by
default both projectors will be set to the Left Projector. After installing a later
Screenwriter version, change the settings to configure the Left Projector and the
Right Projector to correspond with the physical setup of your projectors.

Configuration > Complex

1. From the list below Screens, click a screen.
Add both projectors

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

On the right side of the page, click the ‘+’ button.
In the dialog, click Projector and click IMAX.
In Model, select IMAX.
Type the IP address and Port number.
Optional: Add the Certificate Location if you use a certificate.
In Choose Projector, select
•

Left Projector for the left-side physical projector.

• Right Projector for the right-side physical projector.
8. Click Save.
9. Repeat these steps for the other projector.
Add the IMAX screen server

10.
11.
12.
13.
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On the right side of the page, click the ‘+’ button.
In the dialog, click Screen Server / IMB and click IMAX.
In Model, select IMAX.
Type the Management IP address and the Management Port number.
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Set up your complex in Screenwriter

14. Optional: Add the Certificate Location, and the Management Username and
Management Password, and details for the content network.
15. Click the Save button.
In the left menu, click the cog next to Screens, then click the Test button to test the
connection for devices that are attached to that screen.

Add shortcuts to screens for commonly used macros
Add ‘quick cue’ icons to quickly run cues from the screens in Screenwriter
Sometimes, you might need to manually run a cue (run an automation instruction that
controls the device in some way, for example, opens the dowser). For example, in a
theatre that commonly encounters problems with ads playing too loudly, the projectionist
may need to intervene frequently to change the volume. In this case, you can add a quick
cue icon for volume control to that screen. The projectionist (or other user) can quickly
access this quick cue from the Screen > Detailed, and the Screen > Playback tabs.
You can add a quick cue for any screen server automation cue.
You can configure the quick cue for use across different device makers. For example, you
can add a quick cue for ‘Lamp on’ that works on Qube and on Christie screen servers.
Configuration > General

1.
2.
3.
4.

On the menu on the left, click Quick Cues.
Click the New quick cue button.
Click the tab for the maker to which the cue belongs.
Scroll to find the cue you want to add quick access for. Click the screens on which
you want to make the quick cue available. For example, you might want to add a
quick cue for ‘Lamp on’ to screens 3 and 5.
5. Click the square beside Select icon, and select the icon you want to use to represent
the cue.
6. Optionally, click tabs for other device makers that also provide that cue. From the
screens that use that device maker's equipment, select those on which you want to
make the quick cue available.
7. Click the Save button to save your quick cue, and add it to the list of quick cues.
Note that the quick cue shows all screens on which you made the quick cue available.
8. At the bottom of the page, click the storage device icon for a screen to which
you added the quick cue (in the example, screen 3). And in the lower right of the
Playback page, float the cursor over the QUICKCUES icon to access your new quick
cue. Click it to run the cue.

Revision 2.2
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Check the connection between devices and Screenwriter
Check that devices are communicating with Screenwriter
After you add or update devices, or make changes to your network, you should check that
devices are communicating with Screenwriter.
Configuration > Complex

•

View the connection state of complex-level devices: click the cog icon next to the
Complex Devices heading.

The Management column indicates that Screenwriter is controlling the device.
The Content column indicates the state of content on the device.

Revision 2.2
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•

Set up your complex in Screenwriter

View the connection state of screen-level devices: click the cog next to the Screens
heading.
The connection state for all devices under each screen displays.

•

Float the cursor over a storage device icon at the bottom of the page to view its
connection state, and that of attached devices.

Check the available disk space on storage devices
Check that the disk space on storage devices is sufficient to receive scheduled content
Check that there is sufficient storage space in watchfolders, , and screen servers to receive
features, and packs for your shows.

Revision 2.2
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Set up your complex in Screenwriter

Reports > Devices

For each storage device, this page displays the used, and available disk space.
•
•
•

Green indicates sufficient disk space.
Yellow indicates that disk space is coming close to critical.
Red indicates that disk space is insufficient.

Use the 'disk usage forecast' graph on the right to determine backup and storage
maintenance requirements.
This page also displays lamp usage, and the remaining lamp life in hours.

Restrict the languages considered when building playlists
Tell Screenwriter not to add unsuitable languages to playlists.
You can restrict the languages considered when automatically building playlists that use
title matching. This avoids unsuitable languages being added to playlists. For example,
the POS schedule might specify a dubbed language is required. Screenwriter will only
consider the audio languages, or the subtitle languages specified at your complex (even
though the title may be associated with many other language versions of that feature).
If no language is specified, then Screenwriter does not check the language.

1. Click Configuration > General > Complex Setup.
2. Click to select one or more audio languages, and subtitle languages.
Note: You can click the trash can icon to remove restrictions for a language.
When using title matching to select the feature for playlists, Screenwriter only
considers the languages you specified.
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Set up delivery of content
Set up delivery of your content from different sources, and receipt of KDMs for features
Screenwriter retrieves content and keys from watchfolders, and transfers these to screen
servers across your complex based on schedules. For other folder types (ftp and local),
you must first manually transfer the content to the LMS or other storage device.
Configure Screenwriter to regularly scan remote FTP folders for ad packs, trailers, CPLs,
and KDMs. This ensures that Screenwriter users are quickly aware of new ad packs
and KDMs, or changes to existing ones. Screenwriter retrieves content to the Library
Management Server (LMS), (often via a watchfolder). When you schedule a playlist, the
associated content and KDMs are pushed to the screen server.
You can define a 'local folder' to which features are downloaded over satellite. They are
stored here before being transferred to the screen server.
The diagram illustrates a possible setup.

Revision 2.2
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Set up delivery of content

Set up delivery of content to the LMS
Set up delivery of your content using an ftp folder
If a watchfolder is used at your site, it is already set up. Screenwriter scans watchfolders
and brings new files it finds there to the LMS.
You can configure an ftp folder to which distributors deliver content and keys. You can
then transfer content from this ftp folder to the LMS or other storage devices at your
complex from the Content > Content page.
You must configure the remote FTP folder in Screenwriter. You can get the required
details from your distributor, or the owner of the server on which it is located. (If you are
unsure about this, check with your IT team.)
Configuration > Complex

1. Click the ‘+’ symbol next to COMPLEX DEVICES, and in the Content tab, click
FTP Folder. Configure the settings for the FTP server as described below.
Remember mandatory fields are highlighted yellow.
2. Type the display Name that Screenwriter should use for the FTP folder.
3. Type the Path on the FTP folder at which content is located (for example, on an
advertisement FTP server, this might be /ads).
4. In Content IP and Content Port, type the address and port for the FTP server.
5. Type the username and password that Screenwriter should use to log on to the FTP
server. (If you are unsure about this, contact the owner of the server.)
6. Click Configuration > General, and click Sync. Drag the Sync FTP Server to set
the frequency at which Screenwriter scans the FTP server to identify what's in it.
7. Click the cog icon next to COMPLEX DEVICES, and click the Test button to check
connection to the FTP folder.
Your ftp folder is available from the Content > Content page. You can select content,
and use the transfer button to transfer files from the ftp to other storage devices.

Ingest content to a separate local folder
Ingest content to a local folder at your complex
If features are automatically delivered into your complex via the watchfolder, then by
default they are automatically transferred to the Library Management Server (LMS). You
can instead set up delivery to a local folder. You might want to do this to separate features
from other content for example. You might use this for files that are received by satellite.
The local folder is a folder at your complex, that Screenwriter is aware of. You can then
transfer content from this ftp folder to the LMS or other storage devices at your complex
from the Content > Content page.
Configuration > Complex

1. Click the ‘+’ symbol next to Complex Devices.
2. In the Content tab, click Local Folder.
3. Define the display Name for your local folder in Screenwriter.
Revision 2.2
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Set up delivery of content

4. Set the Path for your local folder.
5. Click Content > Content, then click the Local tab to view files that are at that
location.
Click the Transfer button to transfer content from local folder to another storage
device at your complex.
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Unlock your content for playback
Upload device certificates to automatically verify KDMs to devices; Upload and
download KDMs to and from Screenwriter; Verify KDMs are available; Set up retrieval
of KDMs from a specified email; transfer KDMs automatically
Screen servers require a KDM to play encrypted content. Each feature requires a unique
KDM. This specifies the time period during which the content can be played, on what
hardware, and so on. Distributors usually provide KDMs by email, or USB. KDMs can
be delivered directly to Screenwriter from Producer, Arts Alliance Media's enterprise
system.
You can upload device certificates: Screenwriter uses these to automatically verify a
KDM to the device.
You can upload a KDM to Screenwriter from your computer, or from the local network
(you might do this if you receive KDMs to an unwatched location or unmonitored email).
You can download a KDM to your computer (you might want to do this if the network is
down, and you need to load the KDM directly onto a screen server).
You can verify KDMs are available for content in your complex from the Content >
Content page.
You can set up retrieval of KDMs from a specified email: the email is scanned at regular
intervals, and new KDMs are retrieved to the LMS.

Configure your KDM inbox
Define the email address from which KDM emails are retrieved
Set the email address from which KDMs (required to unlock your content) are retrieved.
If you are unsure of the details, check with your IT team.
Configuration > General

1. In the menu on the left, click KDM Email.
2. In Username, set the part of your email that appears before the 'at symbol' (@).
For example, if your email is projectionist@gmail.com, then set Username to
‘projectionist’.
3. Add the Password for that email account.
4. In Server, add the type of server. (For example, for gmail this is pop.gmail.com.)
5. Select the Protocol for that email server. (For example, for gmail this is POP SSL.)
6. Click KDM Email Enabled, and click the Save KDM Email Settings button above
the setup.
7. Click the key icon in the top right of the page to check the latest retrieved KDM.
Note that the CPL to which it belongs displays along with the KDM ID, and any
message that was included in the KDM email.
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Upload device certificates
You can upload a certificate for your projector, screen server, or audio device. This is
used to verify the KDM to the projector as well as to the screen server.
Configuration > Complex

1. Select the screen.
2. Click the certificates icon on the device you want to add a certificate.
3. Click the Add files button and add the certificate.

Upload a KDM
Upload a KDM from a USB stick, or from a folder
Content > Keys

1. Click Upload KDM.
2. Drag one or more KDMs from your USB, or another path on your network or
computer, and drop them to the UPLOAD KDM dialog.
Or, click the ADD FILES button to locate and select the KDM files.
3. Click the DONE button to add the KDMs.
The KDMs are displayed in the list on the Keys tab. You can also type the name of a
KDM into the search box to verify it is present.
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4. Optionally, tick the check box next to a key, and click the Ingest button to transfer
the KDM. Select the Screen number to which to transfer the key.

Download a KDM
Download a KDM to a USB stick, or to a folder
Content > Keys

1. Select the KDM in the list.
2. In the details on the right, scroll down, and click Download KDM.
The KDM downloads to the download folder used by your web browser.

Automatically transfer KDMs
Tell Screenwriter to automatically find and transfer KDMs for scheduled shows.
If Automatic KDM Transfers is enabled, Screenwriter looks for KDMs for scheduled
shows, and transfers them to the target screen. After content is scheduled, Screenwriter
transfers the KDM to the screen to unlock the feature (unless the server is playing back:
in this case, it transfers KDMs when the screen is idle).

Configuration > General
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Unlock your content for playback

Click Complex Setup.
Scroll down to TRANSFER SETTINGS.
Enable Automatic KDM Transfers.
Set the Transfer time to:
•

Now: check and transfer when Screenwriter schedules the show.

• Tonight: check and transfer at the time in Settings for Tonight.
5. Click the Save button.
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Check what is happening across your screens
Review the state of your screens; check what is playing on each, and where your content
is located

Review your complex
View screens and devices in your complex, and check what is playing on each
Click Screen > Overview

Each screen from your complex is represented by a card. The card shows the screen
identifier you specified when you added the screen.
Cards are color-coded to indicate the state of playback on the screen server:
•

green indicates that something is currently playing

•

gray indicates the screen server is currently idle, but ready to play

•

amber indicates that the screen server is paused

•

red indicates there is a communication problem, or some other reason the screen
server cannot playback.

The name of the playlist displays at the top of the card (note that the playlist name is
post-fixed with the POS session time).
The progress bar shows progress of playback for screen servers that are currently playing
content (green). It also shows 'show start', 'feature start', 'intermission', and 'show end'
markers (as pin icons).
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The color-coding of the thin line on the base of the progress bar indicates the types of
items in the playlist: features, ads, trailers, and so on.
The duration of the feature displays under the bar on the right. The elapsed time displays
on the left.
At the bottom of the page, float the cursor over a screen icon to view the hardware on that
screen. The information card shows the state of attached devices (devices that display red
have an error). You can use this to identify the attached device that has the problem.

View and control what is happening on screens
Check what is happening on screens at your complex, and intervene manually on any
screen
Click Screen > Detailed to view details, including the playlist, for each screen.

Below the feature progress bar, you can access manual controls for the screen. (The
timeline is also accessible from here.)
Click the manual control to directly control hardware for that screen. Click the quick cue
icon to access the quick cues you added for a screen.
Icons also display for audio devices, and cameras (Screenwriter+ only) where these have
been added to screens. In the screen shot above, screen one has an attached audio device,
screen 2 has a camera.
Note: Audio devices, and cameras can only be controlled from this page.
Click the timeline icon to view details of what is scheduled for this screen in the coming
hours.
At the end of each card, the pink play icon displays the elapsed time since the show
started; the green schedule icon shows the time remaining until the feature starts.
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View upcoming screen activity on the 'timeline'
View what is scheduled for a screen in the coming hours. Add events so that you receive
an alert when certain things happen, for example, when the feature ends (and people
begin to exit the cinema). Add notes to inform other staff members about what is
happening on a screen. Change the settings for your timeline.
Click Screen > Timeline
Click the settings tab

to customize information that displays on your timeline.

(If the settings area is not visible on the right of the timeline, click the arrow in the top
right of the timeline to show it.)
Setting

Description

Use SPL
for show
titles

Toggle if the timeline displays the ‘show playlist’ name from the POS
system, or the CPL name. You can also toggle this in the schedule: click
Schedule > Schedule, and in the bottom right of the schedule, click the
ticket icon to toggle the name that displays:

Events
Queue

Click to display events as Text, or Icons, or Both. You can click the
hourglass icon to display a list of events, and view their associated icon

End of
feature

Toggle ‘on’ to display ‘end of feature’ events in the events tab (click the
hourglass icon to access the events tab). For example, you might hide the
‘end of feature’ events, but display ‘end of credits’ events, and use these to
know when people will exit.

Click the events icon to add events to the timeline. These events display on the timeline at
the time you specify.
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Click the notes icon to add notes to other staff members, such as 'clean screen 2'.

Transfer status
Screenwriter prefixes content in the Completed Column of the Transfer Status page
with a specific color and icon to indicate its transfer status.

Green with tick: transfer succeeded.
Red with warning: transfer failed.
Grey with cross: transfer canceled.

View your content
Check the location and state of content across your complex
You can view which content is located on each screen server, the LMS, watchfolders, and
other storage devices that Screenwriter is aware of.
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Click Content > Content, then click a storage device to view content on storage devices
across your complex.
Note: Click a piece of content to display its metadata, along with its other
attributes, on the right of the screen.
Click Content > Keys, to view all KDMs in your complex. KDMs that are required
by CPLs that Screenwriter is aware of (either listed in schedule, or for which content
is available) are also listed. The screen on which a KDM is located, or to which it is
assigned is given.
Click Content > Transfer Status to view content that is currently being transferred, or
queued for transfer.
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Create a playlist to define everything that happens
during a show
Create a playlist for your show. Include a CPL for the feature, packs for ads and trailers,
and macro pack instructions for show start, show end, and so on
You can build a playlist that lists all events that happen during a show. So for example,
before the feature, you might switch off the lights, display 10 seconds of black during
which you open the projector’s dowser, play ads and trailers, display the rating for
the feature, and so on. When the feature ends, you might turn up the lights while the
credits roll. You can program all of this into a playlist in Screenwriter so that it happens
automatically.
You can create three types of playlist:
•

simple playlists that target a specific show: you select the feature, ads, trailers, and
cues, and add them to the playlist. Because they contain cues (instructions to devices,
for example, open the dowser, and so on), they only work on screens with compatible
devices.

•

semi-automated playlists (Screenwriter+) that contain one or more placeholders:
in addition to the items above (or instead of), you can add 'titles', and placeholders
for 'ad packs', and for 'macro packs' to your playlist. Use macro pack placeholders
when you want to use the same playlist on any screen. Include ad packs for dynamic
ad matching: Screenwriter automatically selects suitable ads at schedule time. These
playlists are more flexible.

•

fully-automated playlist creation (Screenwriter+) that contain only placeholders:
you create a playlist template, and use it to automatically populate playlists with
features, ads, trailers, and cues, based on the POS sessions from the POS schedule.

The column on the left of the 'playlist create and edit' page contains items that you can
add to your playlists. These include CPLs, Patterns, Automation, and Packs.
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Click a tab above the left column to view only items of this type. For example, click
Automation to view only the automation cues.
Type the name of a specific item in the search box to find it quickly. Notice that results
display as soon as you start typing.
Drag items to the column on the right to build your playlist.
Note that you must add automation over content CPLs (you cannot add it directly to
the playlist). You can do this by dropping them onto the CPL in the playlist. You are
prompted to configure some automation and patterns when you add them to a Playlist.
For example, when you add a pattern, you may be prompted to define the duration of the
pattern. Note that if the duration is already specified, it is displayed on the card for that
automation in the list.
When you add an automation cue, you may be prompted to define a time offset. This is
from the start or the end of the CPL it’s attached to. So you might set the lights to go off
10 seconds from the end of the last ad pack.

Create a simple playlist for your show
Create a playlist for your show that includes a CPL for the feature, packs for ads and
trailers, and macro pack instructions for show start, show end, and so on
You can build a playlist that contains details of all events that happen during a show.
So for example, before the feature, you must switch off the lights, you might display 10
seconds of black during which you open the projector’s dowser, you might play ads and
trailers, display the rating for the feature, and so on. After the feature plays, you might
turn up the lights while the credits roll. You can program all of this into a playlist in
Screenwriter so that it happens automatically.
Saving playlists (Save or Save and Sync)
If you click Save and sync instead of the Save button, Screenwriter saves the playlist,
and then updates every session (except those that contain placeholders) in which this
playlist has been scheduled across your complex. This means it is unnecessary to update
individual sessions on any screen server.
Attention: Save and Sync only works for simple templates (that is, those that
do not contain placeholders). If you use placeholders in your playlists (semiautomated playlists), or you use templates (fully-automated playlist), and you
change something that is not in a pack, then some items in the playlist may be lost.
In this case you must remove the playlist from the schedule, update the playlist and
then update the schedule manually with the modified playlist.
Instead, we recommend that if you expect items in a playlist to change, for
example, if you change ads after they have been scheduled, then you should
place them in a pack, and change them in the pack (not the playlist), and insert
a placeholder (for example and ad placeholder) in the playlist. The pack will be
added to the playlist at the location of the placeholder. And if you make updates
to items in the pack, then the playlist will automatically resync in all schedules to
which it has been added.
Content > Playlists
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1. On the top left of the page, click the New button, and type a name for your playlist
(in this example we type PL_Belle). Click Create.
Notice the name displayed above the column on the right. This is your playlist.
2. Click the Pattern tab. Select and drag the ‘Black (2D)’ pattern, and drop it to your
playlist.
When prompted, set the duration during which the pattern should display. For this
example, set this to 10 seconds.
3. Above the left column, click the Automation tab, and select and drag the following
items to your playlist:
a) 2D Flat macro
b) Lamp on
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

c) Lights off
(Screenwriter+ only) Drag the show start macro pack placeholder you created earlier
to the center column, your playlist (notice the name displayed above it).
(Screenwriter+ only) Click the Pack tab, and select and drag the National
Advertisement pack that you created for Belle to your playlist. Select and drag the
Gold Spot Advertisement pack that you created.
Click the Title tab, type ‘belle’ in the search box, and drag the title for belle to your
playlist.
Finally, click the Automation tab, and select and add show end.
Click Save to save your playlist.
Tip: If you click Save and sync instead of the Save button, Screenwriter
saves the playlist, and then updates every session in which this playlist has
been scheduled across your complex. This means it is unnecessary to update
individual sessions on any screen server.
Note that Save and Sync only works for simple templates (that is, those that
do not contain placeholders). If you use placeholders in your playlists (semiautomated playlists), or you use templates (fully-automated playlist), then you
should use packs to add content if you think it might change later.

Congratulations! You have created your first Screenwriter playlist.
You can create a playlist template, and assign it to POS sessions, so it automatically
creates playlists in the Screenwriter schedule. For information, see related topics.

Add an intermission to a feature
Create a playlist to define what will play during the intermission
For example, you might play the first half of a feature, then play five minutes of
advertisements, and then play the remainder of the feature. You do this by adding the
'intermission playlist' to the feature playlist, and defining when the intermission should
start.
You can program templated playlists to play as well as standard playlists.
Because the intermission content is a playlist, you can target that content to the feature
and the audience.
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Note: You must create an intermission macropack for each equipment
combination used by your screens.
Content > Playlist
1. Create and save the intermission playlist, and note its name.
It may be helpful to adopt a naming convention for intermissions so you can more
easily recognize and remember them. For example, prefix them with INT_xxxx.
2. Click to open the feature playlist to which you want to add an intermission.
3. Click the Automation tab, and in the search box type ‘intermission’.
4. Select, and drag the ‘intermission’ for your device to the playlist, for example 'Dolby
intermission'. Drop it onto the feature item in the playlist.
5. In the ADD AUTOMATION dialog, in Playlist, type the name of your 'intermission
playlist'. Select it from the list and add it to the intermission.
6. Type the time Offset (from the start of the feature) at which the intermission should
occur. For example, type 60 to start the intermission 60 minutes after the feature
starts.
7. If your device is a Sony , type the Duration of the intermission playlist.
8. Click Save to save the playlist.
Tip: If you click Save and sync instead of the Save button, Screenwriter
saves the playlist, and then updates every session in which this playlist has
been scheduled across your complex. This means it is unnecessary to update
individual sessions on any screen server.
Note that Save and Sync only works for simple templates (that is, those that
do not contain placeholders). If you use placeholders in your playlists (semiautomated playlists), or you use templates (fully-automated playlist), then you
should use packs to add content if you think it might change later.
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Import your POS schedules to Screenwriter
Import your POS schedule for use in automating schedule creation in Screenwriter
You can get information from your POS system in three common ways. You can:
•

connect Screenwriter to your POS system so that it automatically, and regularly
retrieves the latest POS schedule information.

•

set up a watchfolder from which Screenwriter imports POS schedules. In this case,
you must ensure that the schedule is placed there, either by the POS system, or
another means.

•

upload a POS schedule manually. You might want to do this if the POS schedule
is received by email, or for example when there are connection issues between
Screenwriter and the POS systems.

Connect Screenwriter to your POS system
Connect Screenwriter to your POS system so that Screenwriter always displays the latest
POS session information
Add your POS system to Screenwriter as a complex-level device. Provide the IP address
or for your POS system, so Screenwriter can connect to it. Screenwriter automatically
extracts the POS schedule information. You can assign playlists to POS sessions to create
the Screenwriter schedule. Screenwriter syncs regularly with the POS system, and so the
POS session information is 'live'.
Configuration > Complex

1. Click the ‘+’ symbol next to Complex Devices.
2. Click the Point of Sale tab, and select the POS system you want to add.
Supported POS systems are listed.
3. Type the required settings.
If you are unsure of these settings, contact your IT team, or speak with the person in
charge of your POS system.
4. Click Save to connect to your POS system.
5. Click Schedule > POS to view the POS sessions in Screenwriter. They are listed in
the left column.
Click the Week tabs above the list to view sessions for this week, or the coming
two weeks. The tab shows the number of sessions that have a matching schedule in
Screenwriter.
Screenwriter can import POS schedules it finds in a specified watchfolder. Schedules
must be in a supported format. To view supported formats, click Configuration >
Complex, click the + symbol next Complex Devices, then click the Point of Sale tab.
You must define the name and path to an existing folder, from which POS sessions will
be retrieved (to create a watchfolder for this, click Configuration > Complex, click the +
symbol next to Complex Devices, and in the Content tab, select Watchfolder).
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You can upload the latest version of a POS schedule manually at any time. For
information, see 'Upload a POS schedule'.
Click the Update POS Feed button at any time to manually sync with the POS feed, and
get the latest POS information in Screenwriter.

Configure your POS settings in Screenwriter
Configure your POS system in Screenwriter to map corresponding information from both
systems
After you have added your POS system, map entities in your POS system (such as screen
names) to the corresponding entities in Screenwriter. This simplifies working between the
two systems, making it easy to recognize the same item in both systems.
For most POS systems, you must provide the Cinema Identifier your POS system uses
to identify your complex. This helps the information at Schedule > POS to map to your
complex schedule. If you have multiple POS feeds, then include the identifier used by
each.
Optionally, you can offset the POS calendar to correspond with your financial year
(for display purposes only). The weeks displayed in the top left of Screenwriter then
correspond to your financial calendar. For example, the UK financial year begins on 06
April: in this case, set the 'week offset' to -15 (weeks) to align this with a POS calendar
that starts on January 01.
Also, match the POS ID for each screen, to the Identifier you specified for the
corresponding screen when you added it to Screenwriter. This ensures correct schedule
matching. If you have more than one POS feed, do this for each.
When you have configured your POS, synchronize Screenwriter to you POS system, and
verify that the information is correct for your complex.
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Configuration > General

1. Click the POS Setup menu item.
2. In Cinema Identifier, type the identifier your POS system uses for this complex in its
schedule.
3. In Week Offset, set the offset from your financial week.
4. In First Day of Week, set the day that your complex considers the first day of
your cinema week. This is often the day when new features open. For example, in
England, this is Thursday.
5. Click the POS Enabled toggle to on.
6. Click the Automatic Transfer Times toggle to on, to tell Screenwriter to
automatically transfer content and ads to the screen servers.
7. Under POS DEVICE CONFIGURATION, match the POS ID in the first column, to
your complex screen IDs by clicking the point where they intersect in the table. (For
example, some POS systems use screen IDs like Screen 1, or Screen A, and so on.)
8. Click the Save POS Settings button above the settings.
Click Schedule > POS, and click the Update POS Feed button to synchronize
Screenwriter to your connected POS system.
Then click the SYNC INFORMATION 'reveal/hide' button below the list of sessions
to access the sync report, and verify that the sync was successful. The number of
successfully synchronized scheduled sessions out of the total number of scheduled
sessions always displays in the right of the window.

Upload a POS schedule
Upload a POS schedule from a USB stick, or from a folder
You must enable POS before you can manually upload a POS schedule.
Note: For information on the two file formats that you can manually upload to
Screenwriter, see Example XML POS schedule on page 86.
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Schedule > POS

1. Click Configuration > General. Click POS Setup, and then click POS Enabled.
2. Click File Upload.
3. Drag the POS schedule file from your USB, or another path on your network or
computer, and drop them to the UPLOAD POS dialog.
Or, click the ADD FILES button to locate and select the POS schedule.
4. Click the DONE button to add the POS schedule.
Information from the POS schedule is displayed in the list of Sessions.
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Build your Screenwriter schedule
Build a schedule that defines, and automates, what happens on each screen at your
complex for the coming weeks
You can pre-program what happens on each screen at your complex into a schedule in
Screenwriter. Add playlists for each show to define your schedule. This can include
playlists for features, and for events such as live broadcasts from remote theatres (opera,
ballet, concert, and so on). You can also add playlists to automate actions such as start
and end of day.
Screenwriter uses the schedule to decide what content to transfer to which screen, and at
what time. The schedule also shows the 'readiness' of content. For example, is the KDM
available for a feature, is the feature available for a scheduled show, and so on.
You can create your schedule in Screenwriter in three ways.
•

You can manually add each playlist to your schedule, placing it at the time it will
play.
Add playlists manually from Schedule > Schedule.

•

You can directly assign a playlist to one or more sessions from the POS schedule.
Assign a playlist directly to POS sessions from Schedule > POS.

•

You can create a playlist template, and assign that to one or more sessions from
the POS schedule. Playlists are automatically generated for selected sessions. This
method is the most efficient, and reduces the need for manual intervention.

Screenwriter populates the Screenwriter schedule with the assigned sessions. You
can modify scheduled sessions manually. Based on the information in the schedule,
Screenwriter automatically transfers the required content and KDMs to the screen
servers.
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Using the POS schedule is a quicker way to create an accurate schedule. It ensures that
Screenwriter delivers the correct features, ads, trailers, and automation to the correct
screen server, and that they play at the correct time.
By default, if content is scheduled in the POS to play today, then it is copied to the screen
server now. Other scheduled content is transferred during the coming night. You can
configure Screenwriter to prompt you about transfer time, when you save the schedule.
Click Configuration > General, and then edit the TRANSFER SETTINGS.

Manually add playlists to the Screenwriter schedule
Manually add playlists for features, day start, day end, or intermissions, to build or edit
the schedule
You can drag a playlist directly onto the schedule. Place it at the time that you want the
show defined in the playlist to start.
If a POS schedule is available, it is layered over the Screenwriter schedule. Sessions are
colored gray until they have a playlist applied over them. You can drag a playlist for a
feature to a slot that displays a POS session corresponding to that feature. If all content
for the playlist is present and unlocked, the scheduled slot displays green. If there is some
problem with the playlist, it displays red.

Float your cursor over a scheduled session to view details for that show. Click it to view
the playlist, and other details, such as show attributes, and availability of the KDM.
You can drag a playlist to several locations on the schedule.
When Screenwriter retrieves the actual content for the session (when first created, the
schedule only contains information about what will be played during a show, the actual
CPLs are then retrieved). It uses the CPL data, and the show attributes to decide which
content to retrieve. Where placeholders, or playlist templates are used, Screenwriter
selects the particular content dynamically. For example, if the playlist specifies the 3D
attribute for a show, then Screenwriter looks for the 3D CPL for the feature.
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Schedules > Schedule

1. On the top right edge of the schedule, click the playlist icon to access playlists.
Note that playlists are separated into tabs:

2.
3.
4.
5.

•

Playlist tab: contains simple playlists

•

Templates tab: contains semi-automated playlists, and fully-automated playlists.

That is, playlists that contain one or more placeholders

• Placeholders tab: contains placeholders for alternative content or events
Select and drag a playlist to all sessions for that feature.
Optionally, drag other playlists to the schedule to fill out all sessions.
Leave at least 10 minutes between sessions to avoid shows overlapping.
When you have added everything you want to the schedule, click the Save button
above the top left of the schedule.
Select when to transfer the content, and then click the SAVE CHANGES button.

By default, if content is scheduled in the POS to play today, then it is copied to the screen
server now. Other scheduled content is transferred during the coming night. You can
configure Screenwriter to prompt you about transfer time, when you save the schedule.
Click Configuration > General, and then edit the TRANSFER SETTINGS.

View your POS schedule in Screenwriter
View the schedule that comes in from your POS system
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Schedule > POS

Click a tab above the column on the left to access the schedule information for the week
you want to work with.
The number on the tab shows how many of the POS sessions are mapped in Screenwriter.
If all sessions are mapped, the numbers display on green. If some remain unmapped,
they display on red. (For example 69/69 green means that each of the 69 POS sessions
are mapped to a Screenwriter session; 1/478 red indicates that only one of the 478 POS
sessions is mapped to a Screenwriter session. The number on the left represents the
feature listing in Screenwriter, the POS count is on the right.)
The column on the left displays all POS sessions: each displays the screen on which
it should play (and the text on the Screenwriter screen ID is white; text on the POS
screen ID is gray: the POS ID displays only if they differ), the feature name in POS, the
number of mapped showings. A yellow star indicates that the feature title used by the
POS schedule has been matched to a Screenwriter title. If not already done, map the POS
screen IDs to the Screenwriter ones from: Configuration > General , then click POS
Setup.
The middle column displays POS sessions. Ones that have been matched in the
Screenwriter LMS display in green.
The column on the right displays playlists that are on the LMS.
From here you can assign a playlist or a playlist template to one or more POS sessions.
This creates an entry for that session in the Screenwriter schedule. For information, see
'Assign a playlist to one or more POS sessions on page 46'.

Assign a playlist to one or more POS sessions
Populate your schedule with content based on the playlist
Assign your playlist to a POS session to create a corresponding session in the
Screenwriter schedule. Screenwriter fills the content and automation defined by the
playlist into it. When Screenwriter retrieves the actual content for the session (when
first created the schedule only contains information about what will be played during a
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show), it uses the CPL data and the show attributes to decide which content to retrieve.
For example, if the playlist specifies the 3D attribute for a show, then Screenwriter looks
for the 3D CPL for the feature.
You can auto-assign playlists to POS sessions. In this case, the playlist that most closely
matches the feature is used. The match is based on similarity of show attributes, such as
the feature name, year, and so on.
Add as many show attributes as you can before assigning a playlist template to a slot
defined by a POS schedule. This increases the match rate when you auto-assign playlists
Schedules > POS

1. In the column on the left, select the POS session over which you want to put the
playlist (type the title in the search box if your title is absent from the displayed list).
2. In the middle column (which displays all sessions for the selected item), select one,
or more POS sessions to which you want to assign the playlist.
3. Optionally, click the Assign Attribute button to add screen specific attributes, such
as 3D, , and so on, to the POS session. Select the attributes, and then click the Add
button.
These attributes help in selecting the correct content for the schedule.
4. In the column on the right, click a playlist (from the Playlist tab, or the Templates
tab) to assign it to selected sessions.
Assignment progress displays above the right column.
You can click the Auto Assign button above the list to automatically assign the
active template to selected POS sessions. (see Configuration > Templates to see
which template is active).
5. In the top left of the page, click Save Changes.
6. Return to Schedule > Schedule, and float the cursor over the schedule to view the
playlist content for each time slot.
By default, if content is scheduled in the POS to play today, then it is copied to the screen
server now. Other scheduled content is transferred during the coming night. You can
configure Screenwriter to prompt you about transfer time, when you save the schedule.
Click Configuration > General, and then edit the TRANSFER SETTINGS.
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Configure automation of shows
Create titles for features, and associate CPLs, and feature-related information from
external systems to them; configure cue sequences to call automation for the correct
screen from playlists; target ads and trailers to shows; auto-populate playlists and
schedules

Define a title as a single point of reference for a feature
Define a title as a single point of reference for CPLs that are related to a feature, and for
references to it from external systems
You can create titles to group different versions of a feature, such as language versions,
2D and 3D versions, and versions targeted at different audiences. The title also groups
trailers associated with these versions. For example, the Captain America feature has 23
versions (2D, 3D, with sub-titles, and so on). You can create a title for this feature, and
add all 23 versions to it. You can add a rating to your title, which is applied to all grouped
CPLs for which the rating is unspecified.
After you group all CPLs for a feature under a single title, you can match the title to
the name used for that feature by third-party systems, such as POS systems. The title
becomes a single point of reference for the feature, and its related CPLs.

Why use titles
Manual playlist creation is prone to error and takes a lot of time and resources. Schedule
creation is time consuming. Use of titles helps you automate schedule creation from the
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POS schedule (Screenwriter uses titles to match to the POS title and other third party
systems, look at the contained CPLs, rating, and other title information, then determine
what to add to playlists when they are added to the Screenwriter schedule).
For example, you can create a title for CPLs for specific languages. And add CPLs for
that language only. This limits visible CPLs to those that are of relevance to you. You can
name the title in your own language to help quickly recognize the feature, regardless of
the original language of the feature.
They also provide users with a single point of reference for a feature. And because they
typically use the common name for the feature instead of the coded CPL name, they are
easy to work with.
Where do I get titles
You can create your titles yourself, or if you use Producer, you can purchase titles
from Arts Alliance Media. For more information, contact your Arts Alliance Media
representative.
How often should I match titles
Match CPLS to your titles regularly to keep your CPL matching optimized. Matched
titles are key to successful automation, and to reducing the requirement for manual
intervention.
Naming convention
Define a standard naming convention for your titles. This helps to find potential matches
for your title, and makes working with titles easier across multiple exhibitors and
complexes.

Match external titles (such as POS session titles), and associate CPLs,
to a common title
Create a common title that acts as a single point of reference for a feature, and facilitates
automatic playlist and schedule generation
You can create a title for a feature, then associate all related CPLs with the title. You can
map the title to titles used by information from external systems, including POS sessions,
ad packs, rentrak, and so on. The title helps automatically populate playlists in your
schedules.
When you create a title, complete all fields to optimize title matching and content
selection: this information is used to decide what content should be retrieved and
transferred to screens.
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Content > Titles

1. In the top left, click the Match Titles button.
The number of unmatched titles is shown on the button.
2. In the Unmatched Titles tab, click one or more External Title items to associate
with your new title.
You can see the source names, and other information from the external system, for
the listed external titles.
3. Click the Available Titles tab, and under Existing Titles, click Create New Title.
Then click the CREATE button.
The name given to the created title is the name of the External Title you selected
above.
4. Select your new title from the list, and click the Edit button on the right of the page.
Note that the source of each External Titles item you selected when you created your
title, is listed under THIRD PARTY IDS for your new title.
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5. Edit the Name of your title, and type the Year that the feature was released. Type
the Default credits offset to ensure the credits display correctly. And for the feature
rating, select your Territory and the Rating for the feature.
6. Above the column on the right, click the All Content tab, and drag CPLs that you
want to associate with your title, to the middle column.
Click the New Features, New Trailers, and New Ratings tabs above the CPL list, to
display CPLs of that type only.
If you know the name of item you are looking for, type it (fully or partially) into the
search box. Note that it must match exactly the CPL name.

7. Click the Save button above the middle column to save your title.
Click Schedules > POS: Note that the POS session icon for sessions that have been
matched with a title display a yellow star.
Associate more CPLs to your titles: Select the title and click Edit.
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Match more external titles to your title: click Match Titles, select the External Titles
that you want to match, and from the Available Titles tab, select your title, and click the
MATCH button.

Match titles for split features
Tell Screenwriter that a feature is divided into more than one CPL (Composition Playlist).
You can match titles for split features. When Screenwriter populates the playlist for the
schedule, if the feature that matches the title is split over two CPLs, Screenwriter adds
both CPLs to the playlist.
Content > Content

1. Locate, and select Part 1 of the feature ('Part 1' is appended to the CPL name).
2. In the summary area on the right, click the Edit button.
Note that you can only edit CPLs that are okay (the status column shows a green
tick).
3. Click the Edit CPL button and select Part 2 of the split feature CPL.

4. Click Save.

Configure cue sequences for use in any playlist
Run a sequence of macro cues automatically from your playlist
You can define sequences of hardware-related events that often run during shows. For
example, before all shows you might play 10 minutes of pre-show music, during which
you turn on the lamp, open the dowser, and then set the volume.
You can automate this by adding a macro pack placeholder to your playlist. For the
example above, the macro pack placeholder might be called Show Start. You must then
create a sequence of macros or cues, called a macro pack, to implement the events
(macros or cues send instructions to hardware such as lamps, projectors, house-lights, and
so on). You must create a separate 'macro pack' for each combination of hardware at your
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complex (different makes and models require different instructions). During playback of
a playlist, the 'macro pack placeholder' is automatically replaced with the correct 'macro
pack' for that screen and its associated devices and equipment.
Note: You can add different events in each macro pack. For example, in the show
start macro pack for your premier screen, you might also switch to a High Frame
Rate.

Macropack 01
Macro

Playlist

Macro
Macro
Macro

Macropack
placeholder

Theater 01

Macro
Theater
02
Macropack 02
Macro
Theater 03
Macro
Macro
Macro

Theater 04

Macropack 03
Macro
Macro
Macro
Macro
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Macro packs save you the time and effort of recreating these instructions for every
playlist that plays on a screen. Other users can create playlists more easily, because they
can add the ‘show start’ macro pack at the start of playlist without understanding what it
contains, or how macros work.
Commonly used macro pack placeholders, such as ‘Show Start 2D’ and ‘Show End’, are
provided with the product. You must define which macro packs are associated with them.
Create a macro pack, and duplicate it to compatible screens
Create a sequence of commands for a screen, and copy it to other screens that are set up
with compatible devices
Your macro pack must start with either a piece of content or a pattern. You can add
automation cues onto both content and patterns, but you cannot add them directly in a
macro pack.
You can define the time at which cues in a macro pack trigger. For example, you might
set the lamp to come on after one minute, the dowser to open after two minutes, and set
the volume after nine minutes. The time is offset relative to the unchanged start time or
end time of the item you are adding.
After you have created a macro pack, you can duplicate it to all screens that have
compatible equipment.
Note that to create or edit a macro pack, you must select the macro pack placeholder, then
select a screen on which it will be deployed (they are highlighted).

Configuration > Macro Pack

1. If you want to create a new macro pack placeholder, click the New button, and type a
name for your placeholder. For example type, ‘pre-show music’.
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2. Select your new macro pack placeholder from the list. Or select an existing one to
edit that.
3. Click the screen for which you want to define the instructions, and click the Create
button on the right.
4. Select the Content, Transitional, or Pattern tab and drag at least one item to your
macro pack.
Tabs display and list items that are compatible with equipment that is used
with the selected screen only (so you will see different tabs for different device
configurations).
You can click the delete icon on items in your macro pack to remove them.
5. Click the Automation tab, and drag the required automation cue and drop it over a
pattern or content item in your playlist.
6. Add content, patterns and automation cues to define the required sequence for your
macro pack.
7. Click Save, and then click the screen for which you created the macro pack
Notice that the screen is now highlighted to indicate that this macro pack placeholder
is available for this screen (that is, the macro pack is available for the device
combination on that screen, and will replace the macro pack placeholder at run time).
8. Optionally, click the Duplicate button (on the right) to duplicate your macro pack to
compatibly equipped screens. Click Confirm.
Check the screens to which the macro pack was duplicated (they are highlighted).
You can now use the placeholder in playlists that play on these screens.
During playlist creation, macro pack placeholders are available under the Macro Packs
tab. See Content > Playlists.

Dynamically target ads and trailers to shows
Use pack placeholders to configure automatic selection and insertion of suitable ads,
trailers and cinecardz into show playlists
Instead of adding advertisements and trailers directly into each playlist (this is timeconsuming), you can group them into packs, and add the pack to the playlists. You can
reuse a pack in any playlist.
You define packs for target groups: for example, you might create a pack of local
ads, to play at matinees and early evening shows for films with a UK film rating (or
classification) of PG. You can specify a screen and dates on which that pack can play.
You might do this to target a particular feature, or features that attract a particular
demographic (kids in this example). You then specify which ads should be contained in
that pack. You can add patterns ('black transition') and cues to packs. Remember macros
must be added onto patterns or content items.
If you use title-matching, you just add a placeholder to the playlist (in our example, you
would add the 'Local Advertisements' pack placeholder). Screenwriter looks at the feature
and the rating, and selects the pack that was matched to the same feature, and whose
pack Placeholder value is set to 'Local Advertisement'. If the pack you created is the
only match, then these ads are placed in the playlist. If several packs match, the highest
priority one is used in the playlist.
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If the pack attributes are unsuitable for the playlist to which you are adding it (in our
example, if you try to add the pack to a late night over-18 horror feature), you receive an
error and are prevented from adding the pack.
You can add packs directly to playlists, or add a 'pack placeholder'. In this case the pack
will be selected after the playlist is scheduled.
Content > Packs

1. Click the New button, and type a Pack name.
2. Select a Placeholder to define where the pack will be added, if you are using
placeholders to dynamically populate ads and trailers into playlists.
3. Type the Film title to which the pack is associated.
4. Add show attributes to help with matching the pack to scheduled shows and screens.
5. Set the date range during which the pack should be used. Set the time range to help in
automatically matching the pack to scheduled sessions.
6. Set the Priority for the pack.
This is used during automatic pack selection where more than one pack fits the match
criteria. The pack with the highest priority is used.
7. Select one or more screens on which the pack can play.
8. Specify the Territory and rating classification for the pack to ensure it plays only
with suitable features.
9. From the left column, drag content, automation, and patterns to build the pack
playlist.
10. Click Save.
Tip: If you click Save and sync instead of the Save button, Screenwriter
saves the playlist, and then updates every session in which this playlist has
been scheduled across your complex. This means it is unnecessary to update
individual sessions on any screen server.
Note that Save and Sync only works for simple templates (that is, those that
do not contain placeholders). If you use placeholders in your playlists (semiautomated playlists), or you use templates (fully-automated playlist), then you
should use packs to add content if you think it might change later.
Use Save as to create a new related pack. You might do this where you want a pack that
only differs in a few attributes.

Define a trailer ratings CPL list
Configure a trailer ratings list from which the correct rating 'image' is selected when a
playlist is built automatically from a template containing an ad pack.
Trailers are rated in some territories to avoid unsuitable trailers playing. For example, if a
trailer is rated 18+, it should not be played before a matinee show for kids.
You can configure a list of trailer rating CPLs in Screenwriter. When Screenwriter builds
a schedule, if a playlist contains a placeholder for a trailer pack, it looks at the list to
determine which rating CPL should be added to the playlist. It finds and inserts that
ratings CPL before the trailer in the playlist.
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Screenwriter selects the Rating CPL whose Rating and Territory attributes match the
Trailer CPL's attributes.
Note:
•
•

Rating CPLs should be generic, and independent of the trailers. They should
specify only the territory and rating.
Trailer Ratings will only be matched if the rating isn't hardlocked into the
Trailer CPL
Note: In Producer, you can edit the trailer CPL and toggle the Rating
Hardlocked option ON to indicate that the trailer rating media is
already contained within the CPL. Therefore it is unnecessary to add it
to the playlist.

Configuration > General

1. Click Trailer Ratings.
2. From the column on the left, drag the ratings CPLs you want to add to the trailer
ratings list in the column on the right.
3. Click Save.

Automatically create playlists, and schedules from POS sessions
Use a template to automatically generate schedules and playlists from POS sessions
You can create a template that defines the structure of your playlists. You define the
structure using placeholders. For example, you might create a simple template that
contains ad pack placeholders, transitional placeholders (to set up the scope, and lower
the volume for example), and trailer pack placeholder, and a feature placeholder.

You then assign the template to one or more POS sessions. Screenwriter creates a suitable
playlist for each session. It looks at the titles in the POS sessions, and selects ads, trailers,
and features that share the same title, and other attributes, such as target rating. For
transitional and macro pack placeholders, it looks at the screen number.
It adds playlists to automatically create your schedule.
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You only create a template once, but can use it as many times as you like. You can create
several templates. You can set the active template: the currently active template is used
when you Auto-assign the template to the schedule.
Screenwriter provides many commonly used placeholders (note that you need to add the
macro packs to them). You can also create your own: from Configuration > General:
click Pack Placeholders, and on the right, in the text box at the end of the list, type a
name for your pack placeholder, and click the + symbol to add it.
You must update attribute information in new packs to ensure successful pack matching.
Click Content > Packs, select the pack, and on the right, complete details for as many
attributes as possible.
Configuration > Templates

1. Click the New button, and on the right, type a Template name for your template (for
example, use Orpheum Standard template).
Chose your template name carefully so that you can easily recognize it. If you use
AAM's Producer product, this may have a similarly named global template.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Check the Transition between Content (CPL) option, to automatically select and
play the required hardware cues.
From the column on the left, select the Content Placeholder tab, and drag the
Advertisement, Local Advertisement, Trailer, Gold Spot Advertisement, and Feature
placeholders to your template in the middle column.
Click the Save button above your template.
Click your template in the list to set it as the active template.
Click Schedule > POS, and in the column on the left, select the sessions to which
you want to apply the template. In the middle column, select the showings.
Click the Auto-assign button above the middle column to apply the active template
to the sessions.
Click Schedule > Schedule, to view your schedule, and edit the sessions or other
details if needed.
Note that users with access to Schedule > POS can still edit the schedule from there.

Set the active template from Configuration > Templates. Click a template to make it the
active one.
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Check the readiness for shows
Review planned shows, and pre-emptively manage potential problems

Check planned showings for the coming hours
Screen > Timeline

You can view an overview of planned showings for the coming hours (configurable up to
four hours). Use this timeline to review the readiness of screens and equipment. Plan preshow maintenance such as changing bulbs, preparing seating, and so on. And activities
between shows for example, cleaning cinemas, checking equipment, and so on.
You can view notes and messages on the timeline. Click the 'reveal/hide' button (triangle)
in the top right of the timeline, to reveal additional information, or to add reminders, or
other notes.

Check the state of equipment, such as disk usage, and lamp
usage
Reports > Devices
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Displays the state of the storage, and the available disk space for each screen. Float the
cursor over red storage device icons (indicates error state) to view information about the
state of the device.
You can check the disk usage forecast for the coming days. If problems are anticipated,
they are highlighted. If necessary, plan removal of expired content to ensure availability
of sufficient disk storage.
This page also displays lamp status, such as 'lamp life', and other hardware devices, when
there are problems.
The Lifeguard product provides more extensive device and network monitoring. For
more information, contact your Arts Alliance Media representative.

Check the state of content across your site
Content > Content

The Content page displays a lot of information about your content. Color-coding
indicates the type of content. A green tick in the Status column indicates the content is
ready to play, in good state, and if it is encrypted it has its KDM. Float over any other
icon in the Status column to understand the problem type.
A red lock in the next column indicates the absence of a required KDM.
Float over any icon to view more information about the state of the content, and to
familiarize yourself with the information available on this page.
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When you select a row, the content's metadata, along with its other attributes, displays
on the right of the screen. On the right of the content list, click the 'i' icon (or one of the
icons below it) to view information relating to the selected content. For example, click
the playlist icon to view details for the playlists associated with it.
Type the name of content in the search box, and filter by type and content to reduce the
search group. Click a column heading to sort the content list.
Also note that the available disk space displays for the selected storage device in the top
right of this page.

Check that keys are available for scheduled sessions, and upload
missing keys
Content > Keys

Displays the list of CPLs, and associated keys for the storage device selected in the top
left. The keys are color-coded to indicate the state of that key, for example, valid, expired,
and so on: look to the right to see the meaning of the color-coding.
Select a key, and click the Ingest button to transfer that key to a screen server. You might
want to do this where the key is absent, and the show is due to start soon.
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If you need to transfer the KDM manually (for example when the network is down),
select the KDM, and click the Download KDM button.

Upload missing keys
Content > Keys

Click Upload KDM. Drag the KDM from your USB, or another path on your network or
computer, and drop them to the UPLOAD KDM dialog. Click the DONE button to add the
KDMs.
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Monitor shows and fix issues
Avert or quickly handle problems during shows
Monitor screens and view alerts to avert errors during shows, and ensure show playback
runs smoothly. Quickly intervene to avoid downtime.

Check the state of your screens, and view notifications
The icons that permanently display in the top-right corner provide quick access to current
notifications and alerts:
•
•
•
•
•

yellow warning triangle: displays when your is four weeks from expiring. This icon
remains present until the license is renewed or expires.
calendar: float over to view information about the schedule sync status.
key: click to view which KDMs have been received recently.
roller: click to toggle content text color from white to color-coded: colors represent
content type, this makes it easier to quickly identify content.
flag: displays recent alerts, and logged events

A number on an icon represents how many alerts of that types remain unread. Click an
icon to view more details for that alert.

Icons, representing each screen, display permanently from the bottom left. Screens with
problems display red. Float the cursor over an icon:
•
•
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Click the cursor over a screen title to view the hardware on that screen. The state is also
shown: devices that display red have an error. Use this to identify the attached device that
has the problem.

Check the state of playback
Screen > Detailed shows an overview of what is currently playing on all screens.
Screen > Playback provides more control to manually intervene on the selected screen.

Screens are listed on the left. The playlist for the selected screen displays on the right.

Override device operation
Click the controls below the playlist to intervene manually on a on a screen and its
devices. For example, click the eject button to eject the playlist from screen server. Click
the SCHEDULE button to disable 'schedule mode', and activate the playlist load and eject
buttons, and the playback control buttons.
Screen > Detailed displays each screen. The quick cues you set up display below the

status card for a screen.
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Float over the Quick Cues button to access and run quick cues you have added for this
screen. On the information icon, click Configure to add or edit quick cues for this screen.
For information see 'Add icons for quick access to commonly used macros'.
You can control audio devices, and IP cameras from this page if they are present.

Look for missing content
Click Content > Content, and type the name of the content item you are trying to locate.

Note the icons that are used to identify missing CPLs.
(Hover your cursor over the icon if you are unsure.)
If expected content is absent from a device, you can also check Content > Transfer
Status to see if it is queued for transfer (in the left column), currently being transferred
(the middle column), already transferred (the right column). The cards for transferred
content show the screen on which it is located, so you can transfer it from there to the
required screen server if necessary.
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Review playback
You can review SMPTE logs, and live logs, verify what was played, and address errors
relating to log collection
Screenwriter collects both industry standard logs, and live playback logs.
SMPTE logs are created by the screen server, and can be collected at any time. It is
recommended to collect them regularly. Live playback logs ('live logs'), as the name
suggests, log playback as it happens. Therefore, log collection stops while connection
between Screenwriter and the screen server is down.
Reports > Playback

You can view the screen that content played on, the duration, and the source of the
content.

Click the button for the storage device in the top left to view information for playback on
that storage device.
In the column on the right, select a value from CONTENT KIND to refine the list of
displayed content. Specify a date range for displayed content.
Click Download CSV to download the log for the entries that match the selected filters.
Click Download SMPTE to download the SMPTE log for the selected display filters.
The ‘live log’ and the SMPTE log icons in the Source column for listed items indicate
if each log was successfully retrieved. Click the ‘SMPTE Logs’ icon to view the list of
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events, from the SMPTE PLAYOUTS log that contains the log you clicked. Click the
download icon on the right of the dialog, next to the zip file name, to save the log to a
local file.
You can 'recollect' (collect again) SMPTE logs that failed to be successfully retrieved
from screen servers. Specify the date range for which to collect. You can re-parse logs
that failed to parse.
Note: You can set up log collection from screen servers outside your schedule
and playback hours. Ensure that the screen server or IMB from which logs are
collected is on during the time that logs are collected. Click Configuration >
Logs.

Configure SMPTE log collection for each screen
You can set the time during which logs should be collected for each screen
You can define the number of days during which Screenwriter should retry to collect logs
from screen servers, following failed attempts.
Screenwriter calculates the recommended minimum disk space allocation for SMPTE
logs at your complex. When this value is reached, the oldest logs are removed from the
system. The recommended range for disk space displays in green on the slider bar. You
can change this as needed.

Configuration > General

1. Click Logs, and under SMPTE LOG COLLECTION, click the + symbol to define the
log collection time for your screen servers.
2. Set the start and end times during which logs should be collected. Select the screens
on which you want to configure this collection time.
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3. In Retry Days, type the number of days during which the system should try to collect
logs.
4. Drag the SIZE ALLOCATION slider to set the storage space that is allocated to
SMPTE logs.
Click the Download button to download the system logs at any time.
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Take care of house-keeping
Remove or move expired content, and playlists to ensure optimal performance
More disk space on live systems leads to better overall performance, and reduces the
potential for transfer errors.
Screenwriter does most of the clean up for you, but you can change the default settings.
You must remove expired content and playlists manually. Best practice is to do this at the
end of every cinema week.
Note: For optimal performance, you should reboot your screen servers at least
once a week. Some vendors recommend you do this daily.

Configure content cleanup
Configure what Screenwriter deletes during cleanup
Every six hours Screenwriter cleans and removes KDMs, packs, schedules, POS, titles,
transfers, old watchfolder content, and generated playlists.
You can change what Screenwriter removes.
1. Click Configuration > General.
2. Set the values you want.

3. Click Save.

Remove expired content
Remove expired content at the end of every cinema week
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1. Click Content > Content.
2. Sort and filter to reduce the number of items that display.
This smaller list is easier to work with. (See examples below.)
3. If the Last Playback column is absent, click the cog icon at the top right of the list,
select Last Playback, and click Apply at the bottom of the menu.
4. Click the checkbox for the playlists you want to delete.
5. Select the screens from which you want to remove selected content, or click All
to remove it from all storage devices. Note that screens on which it is located are
highlighted.
6. Click the Delete button.
Sort and filter examples
Sort and filter as in the following examples, then click to select items to
remove from remaining content, and click the Delete button.
•
•
•

In the filter dropdown, select Unused content and remove items from
there first.
Select a storage device, and, for example select Feature, to refine the
list to features on that storage device.
Click the Last Playback column heading to sort the list by date of
last playback (click it again to reverse the sort order). Then use the
playback date to determine which items you can delete.

Remove unused playlists
Remove playlists that you no longer use to save disk space.
1. Click Content > Playlists.
2. Optionally select a storage device in the top right to view only playlists on that
device.
3. Click the checkbox of the playlists you want to delete.
4. Select the screens from which you want to remove it, or click All to remove it from
all storage. Screens on which it is located are highlighted.
5. Click the Delete button.

Upload a list of CPLs to delete from your servers
Manually upload a text file containing a list of UUIDs for content files you want to
permanently delete from Screenwriter.
Content > Content

1. Click the Delete with Deadlist button.
2. Drag one or more files that contain a list of UUIDs from your file system, and drop
it onto the DELETE WITH DEADLIST dialog. Screenwriter immediately checks for
those files.
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3. Click All to remove those files from all systems. Or click to select the storage devices
from which to remove the CPLs.

View when data was last retrieved from devices
Check how recently device information was updated when troubleshooting.
Under Reports > Devices, select a screen to see how recently device information was
updated. For example, you can check the last time lamp usage data was retrieved.
Note: Even if your projector is unreachable, you can see the usage data for the
lamp along with the time at which that data was retrieved.
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Troubleshooting
Find solutions to issues you encounter.

Manually control your screen
Manually control your screen in extraordinary circumstances.
Click a screen card to view details for that screen. Note that you are now on the Screen >
Playback tab.

This tab shows more information on the state of playback.
Use the buttons below the playlist to manually control playback.
Click the SCHEDULE button to disable 'schedule mode', and activate the playlist load and
eject buttons, and the playback control buttons.
Note that the quick cues you created for this screen are also accessible here.

Transfer content between storage devices
Transfer content between storage devices such as the LMS and screen servers
You might want to transfer content for example, to a different screen server. You might
also want to transfer content that was manually ingested to a screen server over to
the LMS. You can check that content arrived. If the KDM is available, it transfers
automatically to the required screen servers: it is good practice to verify it transferred too.
You can click Content > Transfer Status to see what is currently being transferred, or
queued for transfer.
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Content > Content

1. Select the storage device from which you want to transfer a CPL. For example click
LMS.
2. In the listed CPLs, select a CPL to transfer, and click the Transfer button above the
list.
Make a note of the name of the CPL that you are transferring so that you can search
for it on the destination device.
Note that you can select multiple CPLs and transfer them all in one operation.
3. In the TRANSFER CONTENT dialog, select one or more screens to which you want
to transfer the CPL.
4. Click the NOW button to transfer now, and then click the TRANSFER button.
5. In the top left, select the storage device to which you transferred the CPL. In the
search dialog, type the name of the CPL you transferred, and verify that it is present
on this destination device.
You can check the Content > Transfer Status page to see if the CPL is queued for
transfer, transferring now (active), or if transfer is complete. If you transferred to
other devices, check that the CPL also transferred successfully to these.
You can check the Configuration > Complex page to see the last time a device was
scanned.
6. If you are transferring to a screen server, you may want to verify that the KDM is
available for the CPL. Select the destination storage device, and check if the key icon
is present under in the lock column. If absent, follow the steps below to locate and
transfer the KDM to the screen server.
Note: The KDM may be absent if Automatic KDM Transfers is enabled,
the transfer time is Tonight, and the Next transfer time is in the future. You
can change the transfer time, or choose to transfer a KDM after content is
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scheduled, on Configuration > General > Complex Setup. See Automatically
transfer KDMs on page 28 for more information.

7. Click Content > Keys, select LMS, and in the search box, type the name of the KDM
(or part of it).
The list displays each found KDM, and the screen on which it is located. You can
search further devices from Content > Content.
If the KDM is not found, locate and upload it:
a) Get the KDM from the ftp (or other location) to which KDMs are delivered, or
from the email on which KDMs are received from the distributor.
b) Click Content > Keys, then click the Upload KDM button.
c) Drag the KDM file into the dialog, and click the DONE button to upload the key
to the LMS.
8. From the list, select the KDM, and click the Ingest button above the list. In the
opened dialog, select the Screen number to which the key should transfer, and click
INGEST.
9. Click Content > Content to verify that the KDM is now available on the screen
server with the CPL. The key logo displays with the content.
Optionally, after successful transfer, delete the CPL from the source storage device: select
Content > Content, and select the source storage device. Select the CPL from the list,
and click the Delete button to remove it from the storage device.

Swap schedules to another screen
Switch schedules between screens
You can transfer schedules between screens. You might want to do this for example when
the volume of tickets booked for a show exceeds the capacity of the screen for which it is
scheduled. Or there may be a problem for the scheduled screen.
Schedule > Schedule

1. Click the swap icon at the right of the schedule page to access SWAP SCHEDULES
settings.
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2. Select the screens for which you want to swap schedules under FROM and TO.
3. Click the Swap Screens button to transfer the schedules between the selected
screens.

View playlists that use this CPL
Check where a CPL is being used.
You might do this for example before you delete a CPL, or if you want to edit playlists
that use a particular CPL.

Content > Content

1. Select a CPL.
2. Click the playlist icon to the right of the list of CPLs.

I cannot transfer content from my IMAX
Affects IMAX 6.0.3.
When I transfer content from my IMAX server, the transfer fails with message
{'response':1}. For example, when I try to transfer content to the LMS to free up space on
the IMAX, transfer fails.
Reason: IMAX servers do not support retrieval of contnet from them.

I cannot transfer content to my IMAX from the LMS
Affects IMAX 6.0.3.
Reason: IMAX only supports port 21 on the content server. If the port is set to a different
value, (for example, if you use port 21 for a different service on the content IP address),
transfer to IMAX will fail.
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Solution:Ensure that the LMS Content port is set to 21. Contact your IT team for help
with this.

Cannot find my content or KDMs
Missing content or KDMs (Key Delivery Messages) can cause missed shows.

Symptoms
Content or KDMs have not arrived.

Why this happens
It may be that the LMS or device on which content and KDMs come into your complex is
disconnected, or not operational.

How can I resolve this
You can check when devices were last scanned. Devices display the time and date
when they were last scanned.
1. Click Configuration > Complex.

2. Optionally click a screen.
3. The last time the device was scanned displays in the bottom-left of the device.
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Cannot transfer intermission to Sony device
Symptoms
You see this error message:

Or you see this error message:
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Why this happens
A Duration is missing from an intermission that you added to a feature, then transferred
to a Sony .
Sony SMSs require a Stop Point be specified for an intermission. This is mapped to the
Duration field in Screenwriter:

The transfer succeeds if you type a Duration.

How can I resolve this
Add a Duration to the intermission:
1. Content > Playlists

2. Open the playlist to which you added the intermission.
3. Click the edit automation icon

4. Type a Duration, then click Save.
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Workflows for operations you carry out frequently

Create, and then schedule a playlist
Create a playlist, and then use it to create a schedule
Create a playlist
Click Content > Playlists

1. On the top left of the page, click the New button, and type a name for your playlist
(in this example we type PL_Belle). Click Create.
Notice the name displayed above the column on the right. This is your playlist.
2. Click the Pattern tab. Select and drag the ‘Black (2D)’ pattern, and drop it to your
playlist.
When prompted, set the duration during which the pattern should display. For this
example, set this to 10 seconds.
3. Above the left column, click the Automation tab, and select and drag the following
items to your playlist:
a) 2D Flat macro
b) Lamp on
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

c) Lights off
(Screenwriter+ only) Drag the show start macro pack placeholder you created earlier
to the center column, your playlist (notice the name displayed above it).
(Screenwriter+ only) Click the Pack tab, and select and drag the National
Advertisement pack that you created for Belle to your playlist. Select and drag the
Gold Spot Advertisement pack that you created.
Click the Title tab, type ‘belle’ in the search box, and drag the title for belle to your
playlist.
Finally, click the Automation tab, and select and add show end.
Click Save to save your playlist.
Tip: If you click Save and sync instead of the Save button, Screenwriter
saves the playlist, and then updates every session in which this playlist has
been scheduled across your complex. This means it is unnecessary to update
individual sessions on any screen server.
Note that Save and Sync only works for simple templates (that is, those that
do not contain placeholders). If you use placeholders in your playlists (semiautomated playlists), or you use templates (fully-automated playlist), then you
should use packs to add content if you think it might change later.

Add your playlist to the schedule
Click Schedule > Schedule

9. On the top right edge of the schedule, click the playlist icon to access playlists.
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Note that playlists are separated into tabs:

10.
11.
12.
13.

•

Playlist tab: contains simple playlists

•

Templates tab: contains semi-automated playlists, and fully-automated playlists.

That is, playlists that contain one or more placeholders

• Placeholders tab: contains placeholders for alternative content or events
Select and drag a playlist to all sessions for that feature.
Optionally, drag other playlists to the schedule to fill out all sessions.
Leave at least 10 minutes between sessions to avoid shows overlapping.
When you have added everything you want to the schedule, click the Save button
above the top left of the schedule.
Select when to transfer the content, and then click the SAVE CHANGES button.

Your schedule is ready to play. Click red sessions to view and address problems (for
example, the KDM may be missing). Click amber sessions to address potential issues.

Connect your POS system, and create a schedule from it
Connect, and configure your POS system, and assign a playlist to the POS schedule to
create your Screenwriter schedule
Connect Screenwriter to your POS system.
Click Configuration > POS

1. Click the ‘+’ symbol next to Complex Devices.
2. Click the Point of Sale tab, and select the POS system you want to add.
Supported POS systems are listed.
3. Type the required settings.
If you are unsure of these settings, contact your IT team, or speak with the person in
charge of your POS system.
4. Click Save to connect to your POS system.
5. Click Schedule > POS to view the POS sessions in Screenwriter. They are listed in
the left column.
Click the Week tabs above the list to view sessions for this week, or the coming
two weeks. The tab shows the number of sessions that have a matching schedule in
Screenwriter.
Configure your POS settings in Screenwriter.
Click Configuration > General

6. Click the POS Setup menu item.
7. In Cinema Identifier, type the identifier your POS system uses for this complex in its
schedule.
8. In Week Offset, set the offset from your financial week.
9. In First Day of Week, set the day that your complex considers the first day of
your cinema week. This is often the day when new features open. For example, in
England, this is Thursday.
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10. Click the POS Enabled toggle to on.
11. Click the Automatic Transfer Times toggle to on, to tell Screenwriter to
automatically transfer content and ads to the screen servers.
12. Under POS DEVICE CONFIGURATION, match the POS ID in the first column, to
your complex screen IDs by clicking the point where they intersect in the table. (For
example, some POS systems use screen IDs like Screen 1, or Screen A, and so on.)
13. Click the Save POS Settings button above the settings.
Assign a playlist to one or more POS sessions
Click Schedules > POS

14. In the column on the left, select the POS session over which you want to put the
playlist (type the title in the search box if your title is absent from the displayed list).
15. In the middle column (which displays all sessions for the selected item), select one,
or more POS sessions to which you want to assign the playlist.
16. Optionally, click the Assign Attribute button to add screen specific attributes, such
as 3D, , and so on, to the POS session. Select the attributes, and then click the Add
button.
These attributes help in selecting the correct content for the schedule.
17. In the column on the right, click a playlist (from the Playlist tab, or the Templates
tab) to assign it to selected sessions.
Assignment progress displays above the right column.
You can click the Auto Assign button above the list to automatically assign the
active template to selected POS sessions. (see Configuration > Templates to see
which template is active).
18. In the top left of the page, click Save Changes.
19. Return to Schedule > Schedule, and float the cursor over the schedule to view the
playlist content for each time slot.
Your schedule is ready to play. Click red sessions to view and address problems (for
example, the KDM may be missing). Click amber sessions to address potential issues.
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Additional reference information for your products.

Screenwriter user permissions
Different user types have different permissions.
✔: has permission; ✖: does not have permission
Action

User Level
Super User

Administrator Show
Manager

Projection

Read only

✔

✔

✖

POS sessions:
assign, unassign,
and delete; pull
feed, and so on

✖

✖

Schedules: create,
save, and delete

✖

✖
✖

Use all playback
✔
controls on
playlists: load, play,
pause, eject, fast
forward, rewind,
access and use the
quick cues
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✔

Playlists: save,
transfer, and delete

✔

✔

✖

Upload KDMs,
✔
upload POS
sessions, send chat
messages, upload
the deadlist, re-sync
the LMS, and so on

✔

✔

Projection ✖
user can
only
upload,
delete,
and ingest
KDMs, use
chat

Content: delete,
transfer, clear
transfer history,
add KDM, force
transfer, and so on

✖

✖

Quick cues: update,
save, delete

✖

✖

Macro packs:
create, view, edit,
configure

✖

✖
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User Level
Super User

Projection

Read only

✖

✖

SMPTE logs:
recollect, and delete

✖

✖

Titles, templates,
placeholders,
packs, and macro
packs: save, and
delete

✖

✖

Can create, Can create, ✖
edit, and
edit, and
delete
delete
all users,
all users,
except
except
administrator administrator,
and super
user

✖

✖

Complex screens
and devices:
add, edit, enable,
disable, and delete;
reboot devices

Users: create, edit,
and delete

Administrator Show
Manager

Can create,
edit, and
delete all
users

Upload your own packs
Create packs in XML, and upload them to Screenwriter.
Screenwriter accepts packs that follow the XML format from the example in Example XML
pack on page 83.
Content > Packs

1. Create XML packs in the format of the example.
2. Click the hamburger icon, and click System Settings. Click Tools > Tasks > Pack
Feed

3. Click the Upload button.
4. Drag your XML file to the to the UPLOAD PACKS dialog, or click the Add files
button, and browse to locate your pack.
Example XML pack
Screenwriter accepts packs that follow this XML format.
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1

<UUID></UUID>

References

Required

Description

[optional]
Pack UUID. If not
received it will be
created and returned
from the call.
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2

<AnnotationText></
AnnotationText>

Title of the pack
[required].

3

<Issuer></Issuer>

Name of the issuer, for
example, the name of
the advertising service
provider. Used if show
attributes or a title are
quoted.

4

<Placeholder></Placeholder>

The placeholder
targeted by this pack,
for example, trailer
pack [required]. If
a placeholder is not
found on the system
to match this value, it
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References

Required

Description

will be automatically
created.
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<PrintNumber></PrintNumber>

Used in case matching
needs to be done off a
print number. Requires
a POS system to be
used that also specifies
print number.

6

<ComplexName></ComplexName>

Name of the target
complex. Used for
informative purposes
only.

7

<NotValidBeforeDate></
NotValidBeforeDate>

Starting time of day
for pack validity
[optional]. If not
specified, pack is valid
from now until the
“NotValidAfterTime”.

8

<NotValidBeforeTime></
NotValidBeforeTime>

Starting time of day
for pack validity
[optional]. If not
specified, pack is valid
from now until the
“NotValidAfterTime”.

9

<NotValidAfterDate></
NotValidAfterDate>

End date for pack
validity [optional]. If
not specified, pack
is valid from the
“NotValidBeforeDate”
and beyond.

10

<NotValidAfterTime></
NotValidAfterTime>

End time of day
for pack validity
[optional]. If not
specified, pack
is valid from
“NotValidBeforeTime”
until the end of the
day.

11

<FilmTitle></FilmTitle>

Title of film that the
pack is for [optional].
If a title with this
name and issuer is not
found in the system,
one is created.

12

<ScreenList> <Screen></screen> </
ScreenList>

List of screen
identifiers for which
the pack is targeted
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Required

Description

[optional]. If not
supplied it is assumed
that the pack is
targeted at all screens.
13

<ShowAttributes></
ShowAttributes>

List of show attributes
[optional]. Used
for targeting a pack
towards a specific type
of show such as 3D,
DBOX, Gold Screen,
etc.

14

<ElementList>

List of CPL elements
in play order. Each
element includes tags
for including content
title text, CPL UUID,
duration and edit rate
(that is, frame rate).
All values are required
and duration is in
frames.

<ContentTitleText></
ContentTitleText>
<CplUUID></CplUUID>
<Duration></Duration>
<EditRate></EditRate>
</ElementList>

POS formats for manual upload
Example XML POS schedule
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Element name

Description

<AAMPos></AAMPos>

All POS sessions are contained within this
tag.

<sessions></sessions>

Individual POS sessions are contained
within this tag.

<session></session>

Details of individual sessions are contained
within this tag.

<id></id>

Identifier for a POS session.

<screen_identifier></screen_identifier>

Screen number identifier for the targeted
screen.

<complex_identifier></
complex_identifier>

Identifier for the targeted complex.

<start></start>

Start date and time for the schedule.

<end></end>

End date and time for the schedule.

<feature_duration></feature_duration>

Length of the feature quoted in seconds.

<title></title>

Title of the film.
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<rating></rating>

Film rating.

<seats_available></seats_available>

Number of seats available for the session,
that is, single showing on a single screen.

<seats_sold></seats_sold>

Number of seats sold for the session, that
is, single showing on a single screen.

<session_attributes>

Additional attributes for the session, if any.
Examples are “Normal Session” and “3D”.

<session_attribute></session_attribute>
</session_attributes>
Example tab-delimited POS schedule
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Identifier for a POS session.

Cinema_Server

Complex identifier, that is, unique ID for
the complex.

Screen_bytNum

Screen number identifier for the targeted
screen.

Film_StrCode

Unique ID for the film.

Film_Title

Title of the film.

Film_Date

Date and time for the schedule.

Film_DurMinutes

Duration of the film quoted in minutes.

Film_DurHours

Duration of the film quoted in hours.

Seats_Sold

Number of seats sold for the session, that
is, single showing on a single screen.
Although present, it is uncommon for this
information to be uploaded.

Seats_Available

Number of seats available for the session,
that is, single showing on a single screen.
Although present, it is uncommon for this
information to be uploaded.
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How to get help
Contact your Arts Alliance Media representative to get a copy of the product User Guide.
Email: support@artsalliancemedia.com. Alternatively, click the triple dot icon in the top right
of the page, and select Help.

Contact Support
Email support
At AAM we want you to have the best user experience possible on our products. If you
haven’t found the help you need, our support team are very happy to help you. Email:
support@artsalliancemedia.com

Have your say
We would like to hear what you think about our help. Email us with your thoughts,
and suggestions for improvement at: techpubs@artsalliancemedia.com. Include the text
Screenwriter User Help in the subject line.
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ASSETMAP
The ASSETMAP is a list of all files contained in the . This map tells the server where the
assets are located, where the is located, and which files to ingest.

bookend schedule
Some complexes have a sequence of cues that must be run at the start of the day to
“open” the cinema, and at the end of day to “close” the cinema. A bookend schedule is a
playlist that can be used to perform the function of the start of day and end of day cues.

complex (or cinema complex, or theatre, or theater, or site)
A complex is a cinema complex in which there may be one or more cinema screens.
(In some countries, or regions, the word cinema, theatre, or theater is used.) In the
help, complex also refers to the name for your complex in Screenwriter, and other Arts
Alliance Media products.

cinema complex
Note: This is the expanded term.

theatre
Note: This is a regional term.

theater
Note: This is a regional term for USA.

site
Note: This is often used by technical people that work in cinema.

component
Components are parts of devices about which information, such as temperature, voltage,
and state, can be retrieved. For example, a lamp is a component of a projector.

content
A content item is a specific item of media , or pattern (black transition on Doremi and
Sony devices). In a complex, content is usually stored on a library server, screen server,
or plugged-in device.
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content sheet
The content sheet contains information (including the credit offset) about the versions
for the feature it accompanies. It is usually provided by the mastering facility. It is the
definitive list of the DCP package, and how it is intended to be played.

cue (or macro, automation instruction, automation cue)
A cue (also referred to as a macro) exists on a screen server to carry out an action such as
opening or closing the dowser of a projector, turning lights on or off, turning a lamp on or
off, and so on. When a cue is included in a playlist, the action is automatically triggered
at that point in the playlist. Cues are screen server dependent. The types and names vary
for different screen servers. This means that there may be several similar cues for a given
action.

macro
Note: This is a colloquial term.

automation instruction
Note: This is the expanded term to de-obfuscate.

automation cue
Note: This is a colloquial term.

deadlist
A deadlist is a list of content that is no longer used, usually advertisements.

device
A device is a piece of equipment on your estate network that is addressable by an . For
example, projector, screen server, or POS system.
Complex level devices (complex devices) are devices that operate at the level of the
complex. For example, POS systems, and .
Screen level devices (screen devices) are devices that operate at the level of the screen.
For example, screen servers, and projectors.

device maker (or manufacturer, or maker)
Refers to the device manufacturer, such as Dolby, Doremi, Christie, and so on.

manufacturer
Note: This is also used.
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device maker
Note: This is the expanded term to de-obfuscate.

dynamic pack matching
Dynamic pack matching enables packs to be inserted automatically into a based on a set
of attribute-driven rules that are associated with the packs. Dynamic pack matching helps
to automate playlist and schedule creation.

estate (or circuit)
Estate refers to all the cinema complexes in a group. It is usually owned by a single
exhibitor.
Note: In AdFuser, Screen Advertising Companies (SACs) may have responsibility
for multiple exhibitors.

circuit
Note: This term is often used by technical people who work in cinema.

feature
Most often the feature is a film (or movie). It is the main item in a playlist, before which
ads and trailers are played. Customers come to your complex to see the feature.

movie
Note: This is a regional term for USA.

film
Note: This is a regional term for UK and Ireland.

feed
The term feed describes live information that comes in from external systems, such as
POS systems (POS feed). For example, Screenwriter can connect to a POS system, and
receive POS schedules from that system automatically, and on an ongoing basis. This
includes updates to schedules. So the information in Screenwriter is in-sync with that in
the POS system.

FTP folder
An FTP folder is a folder on a remote server that is connected to Screenwriter by FTP.
Screenwriter can be configured to retrieve DCPs and other content from a remote FTP
server.
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ignored drive
An ignored drive is a drive, or a plugged-in device that may hold content that should not
be scanned.

ingest
The term ingest generally refers to ingesting or importing items (content, KDMs, packs,
POS files) from external sources. For example, Screenwriter might ingest content from
a watchfolder to the LMS. Note the distinction from “transfer”, which generally refers
to transferring these items between local storage devices. For example, Screenwriter
transfers features from the to screen servers.

live logs
Screenwriter logs playback events as they occur, and saves them to live playback logs
(live logs). Note that events that occur while the network is disconnected will be absent
from the live logs.

local folder
A local folder can be created on the storage device that is used for holding DCPs. For
example, the local folder might be a drop folder (items are placed there, usually by an
external source) that is not intended for auto-ingesting into the LMS, or it might be a
folder that is reserved for use as a mounted shared drive, or it might be used for receiving
content from a satellite. Note that items must be manually ingested and deleted from local
folders.

log collection
Usually refers to collecting (or retrieving) logs from a screen server or similar device.
For example, Screenwriter collects logs from screen servers, and IMBs. These logs are
created by the device, and are manufacturer-specific.

macro pack
A macro pack is a sequence of cues that represent actions such as show start, show
end, or transition from pre-show to feature. This sequence is specific to a screen and
its associated devices, or compatible configurations. For example, the set of cues that
a screen server uses to implement a flat to scope switch, may differ for different screen
servers. So a macro pack must be configured for each. A macro pack can be inserted into
a playlist using a .

macro pack placeholder
A macro pack placeholder is used to mark the point in a playlist at which a will be
inserted. When Screenwriter populates the playlist, it places the macro pack that is
compatible to the screen targeted by the playlist, into the macro pack placeholder. This
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enables playlists to be used an all screens, regardless of the types of devices associated
with that screen.

monitoring type
Monitoring types group similar monitors. For example, a lamp_life monitoring type could
be used to group lamp life monitors for different projector makes and models.

pack
A pack is a container for advertisements and trailers. You can use it as a reusable group
of content. Screenwriter can add a pack to a placeholder during dynamic matching
(for example, automatic matching of ads and trailers to a feature based on matching
attributes).

page
Page refers to pages in the web interface of Arts Alliance Media products. For example,
the dashboard page in Producer and in Lifeguard, the Content page in Screenwriter,

pattern (or 'black transition')
A pattern is a server specific way of displaying a black screen for a specified duration.
Sony and Doremi screen servers are examples of servers that support patterns.
In the help, we use the term pattern to refer to black transitions generally (independent of
the device). Patterns can be added in playlists.

placeholder
A placeholder is a marker in a playlist. It indicates where features, packs, or macro packs
are to be inserted. For example, you might have a placeholder for local advertisements,
another for gold spot advertisements, and one for trailers. Macro pack placeholders are
special placeholders for macro packs (sequences of ).

playback
Playback refers to the playing of a . Playback logs are logs of events that occurred during
playback. It includes everything that was played from the playlist.

playlist
A playlist defines an ordered list of items that play in sequence. Playlists can contain
different types of items including content (features, and events), cues (such as open
or close the dowser), packs (containers for ads and trailers), macro packs (set of cues
automation instructions), patterns (such as a three second black transition), titles, and
placeholders (container which can be populated with content or cues later). When it has
been scheduled for playback, a playlist is referred to as a .
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In digital advertising, a playlist refers to a group of advertising packs collated together,
and scheduled to play on designated screens over an established period of time.
Note: In AdFuser the following definition is used. A playlist defines an ordered
list of items that play in sequence. When it has been scheduled for playback, a
playlist is referred to as a show playlist. In digital advertising, a playlist refers to a
group of advertising packs collated together, and scheduled to play on designated
screens over an established period of time.

POS grouping
A POS grouping is a collection of POS schedules that share a single title, where the title
generally represents a feature.

POS schedule
A POS schedule is a schedule retrieved from a POS system. It contains one or more
POS sessions. It retains key attributes of the schedule, such as title and intended time of
projection of each session. Note the distinction from a Screenwriter schedule, which is
the schedule of playlists that will be played on screen servers across your complex.

POS session
A POS session contains information about what the schedule should be. It details
information like the feature name and the start and end time. Note the distinction from a
Screenwriter show which is used more generally in the help to refer to features (or other
events) that have been programmed in Screenwriter.

quick cue
A quick cue is an icon in Screenwriter that provides direct access to configured
automation s, or macros.

schedule mode
Schedule mode specifies if the playlist playback happens manually (using the playback
actions like load, eject, and playback of playlists), or automatically based on scheduled
playlists. You can toggle it to:
•

on (or enabled): playlist load, eject, and playback, occur automatically.

•

off: you can control these manually from the Screen > Detailed, and Screen >
Playback tabs.

You can access the 'schedule' mode toggle button from both of the above tabs, and also on
from the Schedule > Schedule tab.

screen (or room, or auditorium)
Refers to a physical screen at your theatre. The help also uses screen to refer to the
auditorium in which the screen is located (for example, when talking about screen
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devices, this can include surround sound systems that are in the auditorium for a screen,
and so on).

room
Note: This is a colloquial term.

auditorium
Note: This is regional term for UK.

show start cue
A show start cue is used to offset the start of a show by a duration that allows all prefeature items in the playlist (black transition with sound, ads, trailers, and so on) to
be played. It ensures that the feature starts at the correct time (as defined by the POS
session).

split feature
A split feature is a feature that is divided into more than one CPL (Composition Playlist).

template (or playlist template)
A template is an outline for a playlist. It contains only placeholders for content, and for
automation cues. These placeholders define the types of things that will be included in
playlists that are created from the template, and in what order. For example, it might
include a placeholder for local advertisement, gold spot advertisement, for a show start
macro pack, trailers, and, for a feature. Templates are used to automate playlist creation.
The term template playlist refers to a playlist that contains at least one placeholder: it can
be a semi-automated playlist, or a fully-automated playlist. When the template playlist
has been added or assigned to a schedule, Screenwriter decides what content items are
inserted into the content placeholders.
Note: In AdFuser the following definition is used. A template is an outline for a
playlist. It contains only placeholders for content. These placeholders define the
content that will be included in playlists that are created from the template, and in
what order. For example, it might include a placeholder for local advertisement,
gold spot advertisement, for a show start macro pack, trailers, and, for a feature.
Templates are used to automate playlist creation. AdFuser creates one ad pack per
placeholder within a template.

playlist template
Note: This terms is sometimes used.
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title
A title is a single point of reference for a feature, such as Rocky IV. You can associate
all the CPLs for that feature to the title, for example the 2D version, the 3D version, a
foreign-language version, packs for ads and trailers, and titles used by external systems
such as POS.

watchfolder
A watchfolder is a folder on the server or machine on which Screenwriter runs. DCPs,
KDMs, packs, and POS schedules are dropped into it by other external systems. For
example, a third party system might drop content into this folder via FTP. Content,
KDMs, packs, and POS schedules are automatically ingested from watchfolders into the
LMS (and deleted after the transfer completes).

web sockets
Web sockets is a protocol that provides full-duplex communication channels over a single
persistent TCP connection.
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Acronyms
Application Programming Interface (API)
Application Programming Interface (API)

API
Closed Caption (CC)
Closed Caption (CC)

CC
Composition Playlist (CPL)
A Composition Playlist (CPL) defines which DCP (Digital Cinema Package) content
(image, sound, data etc.) should be played during screening. It does not contain any
media, though it does contain information about media, such as its name, version and
duration.
Composition Playlist (CPL)

CPL
Digital Cinema Media (DCM)
Digital Cinema Media (DCM)

DCM
Digital Cinema Package (DCP)
Digital Cinema Package (DCP)

DCP
High Frame Rate (HFR)
High Frame Rate (HFR)
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HFR
Hearing Impaired (HI)
Hearing Impaired (HI)

HI
Hard of Hearing (HOH)
Hard of Hearing (HOH)

HOH
Integrated Media Block (IMB)
Integrated Media Block (IMB)

IMB
Internet Protocol Address (IP Address)
Internet Protocol (IP)

IP
Key Delivery Message (KDM)
Key Delivery Message (KDM)

KDM
Library Management Server (LMS)
Library Management Server refers to the physical box on which the content database
resides. Screenwriter is both an LMS and a that runs on a Library Management Server.
Library Management Server (LMS)

LMS
Management Information Base (MIB)
A Management Information Base is a collection of information organized hierarchically.
These are accessed using a protocol such as .
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Management Information Base (MIB)

MIB
Network Operations Center (NOC)
Network Operations Center (NOC)

NOC
Object Identifiers (OID)
Object Identifiers uniquely identify managed objects in an MIB hierarchy. They are used
in network monitoring using the SNMP technology.
Object Identifiers (OID)

OID
Point of Sale (POS)
Point of Sale (POS)

POS
Package Key List (PKL)
All files in the CPL are hashed and their hash is stored in the PKL in XML format.
When a server ingests the content, it uses the PKL to check if data is corrupt or has been
tampered with.

Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID)
Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID)

RAID
Screen Management System (SMS)
Screen Management System (SMS)

SMS
Service Level Agreement (SLA)
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Service Level Agreement (SLA)

SLA
Show Playlist (SPL)
A show playlist is a playlist that has been added to the schedule.
Show Playlist (SPL)

SPL
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP)

SNMP
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE)
Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE)

SMPTE
Theatre Management System (TMS)
Theatre Management System, of which Screenwriter is one.
Theatre Management System (TMS)

TMS
Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
Uniform Resource Locator (URL)

URL
Vision Impaired (VI)
Vision Impaired (VI)

VI
Extensible Markup Language (XML)
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Extensible Markup Language (XML)

XML
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